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A Boy, a Dog and a Mortar 

 

This is not the end of the earth 

for war refugees, the end lies a few 

miles down the mined highway 

or in a ditch nearby, an overturned 

vehicle or in a sudden cross fire 

between dissidents and government 

troops or in a strafing run, carpet 

bombing exercise co-ordinates called in 

by in-advance-of-a-mission scouts 

or by non-existent spook soldiers 

on a run through the jungle to nowhere 

using non-existent frequencies, dead air, 

to broadcast positions of another life; 

this is not the end for a young boy 

holding a malnourished dog to his chest, 

the animal's discontent, resignation, no use 

in struggling look, mirrored in the boy's 

thousand yard, staring into an endless 

jungle, look, the boy's down turned lips 

signifying that another move means more 

of the same, more loading onto troop 

carrier trucks, just another illusion of 

mobility and escape, the mortar propped 

on the family's meager luggage the essential 

component, to taking the next giant step 

toward what lies just beyond the end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hey, Man Which Blizzard 

for DC  

 

was it? '68?  After awhile blizzards 

all looked the same, and we went 

through our share and then some, 

all I know for sure was it was 

the one we slipped Obnocto's VW  

bug on to the Thruway just before it  

closed all the way up North;  

where we were going, 

not that it mattered much after 

we starting slamming the fifth 

to ward off the cold of the noheat, 

noway, Jose car, though I had to 

admit it was pretty tense after 

awhile driving in all that snow 

after the emergency beers ran out 

and at this bullshit pace of like 

20 per, it could take like forever,  

to get where we were going and 

someone, more than likely you, 

sd., "So we might as well get good 

and drunk in case we hit something 

that hits back.  Nothing out there 

a lot of alcohol can't slow down." 

And it must have been Thin Man 

who sd."Yeah, good and drunk and  

stoned" as he passed the lit j from   

the back up front.  Around Kingston 

Obnocto asked who was driving 

and you sd."I thought you were." 

Which was an "Oh, yeah, I forgot." 

kind of funny line with maybe 120 

miles of this shit to go and from what 

we could figure out it was roughly 

that time on a strange piece of road 

North of Amsterdam an 18 wheeler 

cruised out of the snow and planted 

that exchange student, Pre-Med kid  

from Iraq or some other God forsaken 



place no one in their right mind would 

think of going, planted that kid some- 

where in the Maritimes, like totally 

for good, which goes to show you: 

it don't do no good trying to remove 

your car from no highway in the snow, 

just leave it for the powers that be but 

he was new to our ways or something, 

you said, "Shit, can't see a damn thing 

out there, why not take your chances 

leaving it there. Here take a hit."  

You said passing the j then the bottle,  

swallowing hard you sd., "Old Grand Dad, 

Man, soothes the soul.  Warms   

the beating heart in the snow." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Summer of Love 

 

Lightning over the water, 

over the docks where inboards 

are moored in their slips, 

sailboats battened down for 

the inevitable storm and inside 

the vine covered house, Gracie 

and The Airplane are singing, 

"When the truth is found, to be lies, 

and all the love within you dies----" 

pot smoke as thick as candle wax 

on the wicker based Chianti bottles, 

so strange to be 18 going on 19, 

strange as the surrealistic pillow 

sounds, the images of Nam jungle 

of never ending war, all hell broken 

loose on sound-turned-off tube in 

the darkness, naked to the waist, 

blowing excellent demon weed and 

washing it away with flat Filipino 

beer, San Miguel and M., one fucked up 

chick on a mission to burn baby burn 

like a city, like Newark  in flames, 

Vanilla Fudge dropping down onto 

the turn table, "You keep me hanging on---" 

in half time, a warped acid freaked  

chorus of long haired angels singing 

and playing for the dead and the soon- 

to-be dead, M. exhaling a lung full 

of weed in my face, leaning closer as 

if to kiss; race riots in one eye, jungle 

war scenes in the other, rolling thunder 

all around. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



The Resurrection of Mozart 

 

"------What a joy it would be!  And tomorrow 

there'd be no post, no trains, nothing at all. 

Everything would be topsy, turvy.  And there 

wouldn't be any war.  No there would be war 

all the same."  Nina Berberova 

 

After the hors d'oeuvres, sit down 

dinner, truffles and dessert, demitasse 

cups pushed aside for the laying on 

of hands, the Ouija board question 

and answer time, games: spinning 

wheels of fortune told in tarot card 

deck shuffles, clouded opalescent 

crystal balls or five handed games 

of Tarok, bidding conducted by telepathic 

waves, table knocking, dimming spirit 

lights, ebbing pools of clear fuels 

diminish as mirrors scraped clear of 

reflected glass, lunar caustic burns 

on hand-embroidered lace tablecloths, 

medium fingers touching brittle keys, 

windless chimes summoning long-dead 

masters to compose a lyric for dis- 

enfranchised refugees hiding in vagrant 

houses of the dead, shuttered windows 

unlocked, unmoved by an unfavorable 

wind, these instruments of terror, Kochel 

Listing 666, Paris Burning: A Pavane 

for a Lost Generation in Flight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



The 400 Eels of Sigmund Freud 

 

in the dream 

of a dream 

that never 

ends, 

 

a panic of men 

running 

from fire, 

 

breathing so  

intense their 

inflated lungs 

are bellows 

 

wheezing in 

a field of 

headstones & 

dry ice, 

 

the bone 

beneath, 

a broken  

wagon wheel, 

 

a viper pit 

black eels 

are writhing in, 

 

sucking the sweat 

from open wounds, 

broken bones; 

 

a suspended ceiling 

of smoke & liquid gels, 

 

a terror of sliced-in- 

two-eyes, white as 

ice floes, 



hardboiled eggs 

crystallized, 

bleached of life & 

 

deprived of the sight 

of eels slithering, 

corrosive as 

 

the receding pit 

walls, the stifled 

screams of men 

 

whose lips are 

now snakes  

struggling to get 

 

back inside 

where 

they belong 
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